Good day to the Board Of Regents,
My name is Tierra Aiolupotea, better known in the Hawaiian community as Kamāmalu.. I thank you ahead of time for taking a moment and looking at this issue from all view points..

However, It is with great urgency that we ask you to "Cease" any further construction of the TMT atop MaunaKea due to this fact alone and other obvious reasons.
The Kingdom of Hawai‘i still exist under International law and that the current State of Hawai‘i has been Illegally occupying this Kingdom for over 117yrs..
Thus voids ALL contracts between TMT and its partners..
Mauna A Wākea is a Sacred temple crucial to our culture and there shall be no compromising..
NO TMT NO TMT NO TMT NO TMT NO TMT NO

Mahalo
Me ka ‘oia‘i’o
Kamāmalu A

--
Ke aloha,
Tierra SEKKM Aiolupotea 
*Kamāmalu*
808-755-5322